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My QI Report
Overview
Quality Improvement (QI) reports in PSYCKES-Medicaid summarize data on several
quality indicators. The reports are linked to individual clients with quality flags to help
focus quality improvement efforts. There are medication-focused quality indicators, such
as polypharmacy and treatment engagement, as well as hospital utilization quality
indicators, such as high utilization of medical and/or behavioral health emergency and
inpatient services and readmissions.
The My QI Report screen is the starting point when logging into PSYCKES and displays
aggregated data for each quality indicator set under the “Indicator Set” tab (Figure 1).
Regional and Statewide prevalence rates are provided for comparison purposes.

Figure 1. My QI Report: Indicator Set
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The table below reviews the definitions of columns under the “Indicator Set” tab:
COLUMN

CONTENT

Indicator Set The summary indicator set for a quality concern.
Population

The population relevant to the indicator set (i.e., All, Adult, Child).

Eligible
The eligible population for the specific indicator set (the denominator).
Population
# with QI
Flag

The indicated population for the specific indicator set, or the number of individuals
meeting criteria (the numerator).

% The percentage of the eligible population meeting criteria for the indicator set .

The definitions of eligible population and indicated population for each indicator set are
provided in the Technical Specifications documents under the Quality Indicators section
of the PSYCKES website (Figure 2):
https://www.omh.ny.gov/omhweb/psyckes_medicaid/quality_concerns/

Figure 2. Quality Indicator Definition
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Customizing My QI Reports
Sorting PSYCKES Data
Data in the Quality Indicator table can be sorted by clicking on the heading name of
each column. Clicking once will sort in ascending order, clicking a second time will sort
in descending order. For example, to sort the indicators by the number of individuals
who are flagged for a particular quality concern, click on “# with QI Flag” (Figure 3).

Figure 3. My QI Report: Sorting PSYCKES-Medicaid Data
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Modify Filter
Information in the My QI Report can be customized using
the "Filters” option (Figure 2). If filters are applied, the
provider agency’s information, as well as regional and state
level comparison rates will change to reflect those filters.
For example, if a user chooses to view only mental health
clinic programs within the agency, the regional and state
performance rates will change to reflect only clinic
programs providing mental health services.

Please note,
“Program Type” will
only display the
program types in
which the organization
bills for.

Figure 2. My QI Report: Modify Filter
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The options available in “Filters” are listed in the table below:
FILTER

CONTENT

Sites

List of sites associated with the provider agency, if location of
service is available on the Medicaid claim.

Program Type List of program types billed by the provider agency.
Managed Care List of managed care organizations.
MC Product
List of managed care product lines (i.e. HARP, SNP, etc.)
Line
Age All, Adult (18+), Youth (0-17).
Region List of regions in which the provider agency provides services.
County List of counties in which the provider agency provides services.
Click “Apply” after making a filter selection to generate a Quality Indicator report based
on the selected filters. To change filters, click “Reset” (Figure 3).

Figure 3. My QI Report: Selecting Filters
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View Options
My QI Report has a “View” capability, currently with two options: “Standard” (default)
and “Race and Ethnicity.” To change the view, users can select the drop-down in the
upper right corner of My QI Report (Figure 6).

Race and Ethnicity View
This view, available for both the "Indicator Set" and "Indicator" tabs, displays the
percentage and number of clients flagged for each of the quality indicators, broken out
by different race and ethnicity groups. In the table, the columns displayed for each
quality indicator include details regarding recipients flagged: Total (for this agency),
Native American, Asian, Black, Pacific Islander, White, Multiracial, and Hispanic or
Latinx. The race/ethnicity view is applied to both the numerator and the denominator to
calculate each percentage. A bar chart to the right of the table offers another way to
review the data in this view.
Within the race/ethnicity view, the “Total” column will display information about the
number of recipients with QI Flag (also known as the numerator.) If a user wants to
know the specific number of the eligible population for said flag (also known as the
denominator), they could do one of two things:
a) Hover over the 'Total bar’ in the graph and would see both the numerator as
well as the denominator displayed
b) Export to Excel which will display the numerator, denominator, and
percentage information for each of the groups within the race and ethnicity
view, which includes the eligible population
In this report, clients who identified more than one race in their Medicaid registration are
represented in the “Multiracial” group only. Clients who identified Hispanic or Latinx as
their ethnicity are represented in the “Hispanic or Latinx” group only. Clients for which
race is unknown are included in the "Total" number but are not represented in a
separate race/ethnicity group. When the “Race and Ethnicity” view is selected, the Excel
export displays the numerator, denominator, and percentage information for each of the
groups.
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Figure 6. Race and Ethnicity View

Description of My QI Report Tabs
Indicator Set
The different tabs in the My QI Report screen allow users to review agency and client
level data within a given quality indicator set. Individual indicators are grouped by type
and placed in an Indicator Set. (Figure ).
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Figure 7. My QI Report: Indicator Set Tab

Indicator
Within each indicator set, there will be sub-indicators as well as the indicator set
summary. Below is an example of selecting the Preventable Hospitalization option from
the “Indicator Set” tab. The measures include Prevent Hosp Asthma, Prevent Hosp
Dehydration, Prevent Hosp Diabetes, as well as Prevent Hosp Summary. Click on a
desired indicator set name, to view a set of sub-indicators, including the summary
indicator, under the Indicator tab (Figure ). To select a different indicator set, simply
click on the “Indicator Set” tab and choose again.
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Figure 8. My QI Report: Indicator Tab: Preventable Hospitalization Summary

Upon selecting a specific sub-indicator name or “summary,” a series of tabs will be
displayed (Figure ). The page defaults to the tab that contains a list of unduplicated
recipients who meet criteria for the selected sub-indicator or summary indicator. Users
can click on any of the tabs to view detailed information.

Figure 9. My QI Report: Expanded Tabs for Summary Indicator
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Site
The Site tab displays prevalence information by site (
Figure ). It lists the site name, site address, program type, eligible population
(denominator), number with QI flag (numerator) and percentage of individuals meeting
criteria for the selected quality indicator. Click on a specific site in order to display a
“Site’s Recipients” tab that shows recipients who were served at that site location, who
meet criteria for the selected indicator.

Figure 10. My QI Report: Site Tab

HH/CM Site(s)
For Health Home and Care Management programs only, there is an additional tab in the
QI Overview reports called the HH/CM Site(s) that will be displayed after selecting a
specific indicator (Figure 11).
The “HH/CM Site(s)” tab provides information on recipients enrolled in a Health Home
or Care Management program and the source is the DOH HH/CM table, not Medicaid
billing. To view information in this tab, before selecting an indicator, keep the “Program
Type” filter set to “All,” or click “Modify Filter” and select “Care Management – Enrolled
(Source: DOH)” or “Health Home – Enrolled (Source: DOH).”
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Figure 11. My QI Report: HH/CM

MCO
The MCO tab provides the complete number of those on a Managed Care Plan that are
part of the eligible population for a QI flag and the number with a QI flag. The report
includes the managed care plan name, the total agency MCO census, eligible
population for QI flag (denominator), number with QI flag (numerator) and percentage of
individuals meeting criteria for the selected quality indicator (Figure 12).

Figure 12. My QI Report: MCO Tab
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MCO Recipients
To view an MCO plan’s list of clients, click on the managed care name. This will
generate a list of all clients currently enrolled or recently disenrolled in that MCO plan
with that specific QI flag (Figure 13).

Figure 13. My QI Report: MCO Recipients Tab

Attending
The Attending tab provides an unduplicated attending list associated with the agency
(Figure 44). The report includes the attending name, license number, and aggregated
data associated with quality indicators, including eligible population (denominator),
number with QI flag (numerator) and percentage of individuals meeting criteria for the
selected quality indicator.

Figure 44. My QI Report: Unduplicated Attending Tab
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Note: The Medicaid database does not include any information linking an attending to
sites. When a place of service submits a claim to Medicaid, they include an "attending
physician" on the claim. PSYCKES uses this "attending physician" field to associate the
physician to the place of service. The physician listed on the claim in the attending field
is the physician displayed in the Unduplicated Prescriber tab. Any other attending will be
listed under “OTHER”. Additionally, when a clinic or place of service does not complete,
or incorrectly completes, the "attending physician" field on the Medicaid claim, the
provider will be displayed as “OTHER” in PSYCKES.

Attending’s Recipients
To view an attending’s list of clients with a quality flag, click on the attending name. This
will generate a list of all clients with a quality flag for whom the attending had written a
medication order under the Attending’s Recipients tab (Figure 15). To see the name
of the prescriber associated with the client’s medications, on the Clinical Summary, click
on the “Details” button to the right of the medication or at the top of the Controlled
Substance, Behavioral Health, or General Medical Medications section (Figure 16).

Figure 55. My QI Report: Attending’s Recipients Tab
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Figure 66. Clinical Summary: Medications, See all Description Details

Recipients
The Recipients tab is an unduplicated list of all the clients who received services at an
agency within the past 9 months and meet criteria for the selected indicator (

Figure 77). This report includes the client’s:
•
•

Name: clicking a client’s name
will link to the client’s Clinical
Summary
Medicaid ID
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Date of birth
Quality flags: all indicators for
which the individual meets criteria
(displayed in abbreviated form)
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•

Medications: all active
behavioral health psychotropic
medications for the individual as
of the report date

•

Most recent behavioral health
outpatient attending

Figure 77. My QI Report: Unduplicated Recipients Tab

New QI Flag
By default, the New QI Flag tab displays a list of clients who were flagged for the
selected indicator in the last one month (Figure 88). These clients represent potential
new cases for review. Users can also view a list of clients who were flagged for the
selected indicator in the last three months by selecting the “3 Months” radio button,
located above the New QI Tab, on the right. The information provided under the New QI
Flag tab includes the client’s:
•
•
•
•

Name: clicking a client’s name
will link to the client’s Clinical
Summary
Medicaid ID
Date of birth
Current quality flags: all
indicators for which the individual
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meets criteria as of the report
date
New quality flags: the indicators
for which the individual has been
flagged for in the last one month
or three months
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•

Medications: all active
behavioral health psychotropic
medications for the individual as
of the report date

•

Most recent behavioral health
outpatient attending

Figure 88. My QI Report: New QI Flag Tab
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Dropped QI Flag
By default, the Dropped QI Flag tab identifies
individuals who were flagged for a given quality
concern last month but who were not observed in
the current month (

Possible reasons that a
client may be dropped for a
particular quality concern:
❖ Inclusion criteria: client no
longer meets inclusion criteria
for their quality concern.
❖ 9 month look-back: client
may not have had a service at
the provider agency within the
past 9 months from the “as of”
report date
❖ Medicaid eligibility: client’s
data may not appear in the
Medicaid database due to
change in eligibility status.
❖ Medication(s) pick up: client
failed to pick up medication(s)
at the pharmacy.

Figure 99). It is important to note that there may be several reasons why a person might
show up as having been dropped for a quality concern.
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Users have the option of looking at a list of clients for whom the selected quality
indicator has been dropped in the last one month or three months by selecting the
appropriate radio button, located above the Dropped QI Tab, on the right. There is a
column in the Dropped QI Flag tab that indicates for each recipient what month they
were dropped.

Figure 99. My QI Report: Dropped QI Flag Tab

Export QI Reports to Excel or PDF
The QI Overview reports can be exported to Excel or PDF, by clicking on the
appropriate icon, located near the upper right-hand corner of the screen (Figure 20).
Information from a specific tab or all tabs can be exported. After clicking the appropriate
icon (PDF or Excel), an export option box will appear in which the user can select the
section(s) to export (Figure 21). Check the “Select All” check box to select all sections.
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Excel Export
An Excel version of the Recipients tab can serve as a “master spreadsheet” tool for
Quality Improvement projects. For example, you can add new columns to your Excel
spreadsheet of recipients to accommodate new information, such as date of next
medication visit.

PDF Export
A PDF version of the Recipients tab provides a printer-friendly format.

Figure 20. Export QI Report to Excel or PDF
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Figure 21. Export Options

De-Identifying Data
The De-Identify function allows PSYCKES-Medicaid users to scramble client names
and other identifying information (e.g., Medicaid IDs, date of birth, age) for display
(Error! Reference source not found.). This function may be useful in training, staff
presentations, and other situations where a user would like to show PSYCKESMedicaid reports to individuals outside the treatment team.

Provider-Level Users
To de-identify data, check the “De-Identify” checkbox before selecting the desired
indicator located in the upper right corner of the PSYCKES screen.

State-Level Users
By default, the “De-identify” data checkbox will be checked for State-Level users.
To view identifying information, uncheck the “De-Identify” checkbox.
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Figure 22. De-Identify Data Checkbox

QI Trend Past Year
QI Trends Past Year is an aggregated data report of Quality Indicator prevalence rates
over the past 1-year period. It includes a graph and a table providing your organization’s
prevalence rates each month and comparing them to region and statewide prevalence
rates. Additionally, no Protected Health Information is displayed and it will not display
any data in the report if the “Eligible Population” denominator for a given month is less
than 20 individuals.
QI Trends Past Year can be located under the “My QI Report” tab in the navigation bar
by selecting “QI Trends Past Year” (Figure 23).
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Figure 23. QI Trend Past Year

This will open a new page for quality indicator trending report. You will then have the
option to select the desired provider, network, or plan from the organization drop-down
menu and select both the indicator set and indicator for which you want to view
prevalence rates over the past 1-year period. The following filters can be added to the
report if applicable: Program Type, Age Group, Managed Care and MC Product Line
(Figure 24).
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Figure 24. QI Trend Past Year Continued

The page will load with prevelance rates in both graph and tabular form. In the graph,
you can hover over the dots for that specific time frame and a window will appear listing
the organization’s name, the report date, the number with quality flag, the eligible
population, and the prevelance rate. It will indicate this information for the region and
that state as well (Figure 25). When viewing the QI Trends Past Year data, if your
organization’s prevelance rate is declining over time, that means fewer individuals are
being flagged for that specific treatment concern or medication issue. If you see your
organization’s prevelance rate increasing over time, there could be an opportunity for
improvement.
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Figure 25. QI Trend Past Year Graph
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